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Hello from the Frontline! 
Last month we reported, “So much has been moving 
forward here, I can hardly keep up myself!” Nothing 
has changed in this respect. 

Frontline Worship Center (FWC) is experiencing a 
season of growth and development. Young people are 
connecting, excited, increasingly involved, and taking 
on roles of leadership. The worship services are 
deeply moving. Teaching and preaching times are 
anointed. We are thankful to see such community and 
unity in mission across all eight FWC campuses and 
our many house churches. At the right you can see 
Rowena Pessina and Rhoda Beloso ministering at 
church gatherings, Mike Erickson leading another 
incredible worship service, and people praying for one 
another. People are not just coming to church, but 
coming to know the Lord and to experience  the 
Kingdom of God. 

Recently we held our annual Frontline Christian 
Academy Family Day gathering. It’s an annual event 
for staff, students and families for bonding through fun 
and games, food, fellowship, and ministry. As I watched these 

families throughout the 
day, these words kept coming to mind… “reaching and helping people find their 
way back to God.” That’s what we are doing at Frontline! When I spoke to the 
parents I reminded them that no school can take the place of parenting, but that 
we can partner together in the hard work of raising up godly leaders for tomorrow. 

Another exciting development is the inclusion of two new students (Edward and 
Althea, at right) sponsored into FCA. Both these beautiful children are from 
situations of overwhelming hardship. Edward is one of nine children, and because 
he is academically behind his age, is receiving 
special tutoring to help him catch up. Althea is 
from a single-parent home where her mother is 
doing her best to raise the family. Providing a 
caring and excellent Christian education is 
something that will change the future of children 
like this, and potentially their entire families. 

These are just a few of the many things worth 
reporting. Your partnership in prayer and finance 
is genuinely making a current and future impact, 
and an eternal difference for the lives of 
thousands of people. 

Thank you again for standing with us as a 
Frontline partner! 

Working While it’s Day, 

Jeff Pessina, Director 

 35 Years of “Working While it’s Day”


